"Quality" is a word long associated with the Saunders
name. Saunders has built a reputation for long-lasting
quality in photographic products. Now, Saunders
Professional M3 Series trimmers bring that same
quality to a key area of image finishing.
With the continued growth of digital imaging and
inkjet printing, there is tremendous demand for newer
and more versatile precision cutting products. The M3
Series trimmers are designed to easily and accurately
trim gang-printed sheets containing multiple prints
in multiple sizes. This is especially useful at the
many self-service print stations springing up
around the country.
Durable, accurate, and easy to use
Our cutting head is die-cast alloy construction, which adds strength, maintains alignment, and guarantees years
of service. It’s molded to the shape of your hand with an exclusive Comfort Grip that makes repetitive work less
fatiguing. Within the housing is a hollow-ground tool-steel rotary blade that is self-sharpening for a long life of
clean, precise cuts.
Dual steel rails guide the cutting head with complete stability and precision for accurate, repeatable cuts. Four
nylon bearings in the head further ensure quiet, effortless cutting. The extruded aluminum supports on each end
lock in alignment. A transparent paper guide automatically holds material in place without risk of damage. An
extruded aluminum alignment scale is factory-locked to be perfectly square to the blade edge. The alignment
scale has measurements in inches and centimeters and accepts the slide guide for making repeatable cuts. The
baseboard wipes clean in seconds. A durable, silk-screened registration grid, laid out in 1-inch increments, covers
the baseboard for quick and easy measuring of any print or document.
Designed for safety
The cutting blade is completely covered by the blade housing—making the M3 Series an ideal choice for schools,
offices, darkrooms, self-service print stations, and high-volume production labs.
Through thick and thin
Saunders Professional trimmers have the heft to cut through materials up to a 1/8" (3mm) thickness. They trim
cardboard, litho plates, laminates, and mounting board just as easily as film and photo print paper. You have five
models to choose from, ranging from 12" to 48" cut lengths.
Saunders Professional M3 Series Trimmers provide precise cuts on:
Art board
Card stock
Construction paper
Films
Heat seal materials
Laminates
Paper
Photo paper
Plastic
Vinyl

Digital output paper
Litho plates
Veneers

Saunders Professional M3 Series trimmers are ideal for:
Ad agencies
Custom labs
D&P counters
Digital workstations
Graphic design studios
Home offices
Image service bureaus Laminating/dry-mounting work
Large-format graphics applications Photo studios
Prepress shops
Quick-print self-service counters
Schools and classrooms
End supports Pre-engineered to hold the guiderails in place to
ensure the strictest tolorances for ultimate smooth operation
and consistant cutting.
Better-designed blade housing The rotary blade is covered by
a die-cast housing, specially molded to fit the contours of your
hand. The unique Comfort Grip is embedded with padding for a
secure hold. It’s soft against the palm of your hand, especially
nice when making repetitive cuts.
Slide Guide Use the slide guide for making cuts without
repetitive measuring. The slide guide attaches to the alignment
scale and locks in place at the desired position.
Alignment scale The extruded aluminum alignment scale
provides a solid edge for positioning, and it shows both inches
and metric measurements.

M3 SERIES CUTTER SELECTION CHART
Maximum
Catalog
Cut Length
Number
890-012AS
12 inches/30.5cm

48"
36"

M3-48"

M3-36"

18 inches/45.7cm

890-024AS

24 inches/61cm

890-036AS

36 inches/91.4cm

890-048AS

48 inches/121.9cm

24"
18"

Model:

890-018AS

M3-24"

M3-18"

12"
M3-12"

5 year warranty!
Saunders Professional trimmers are backed with a five-year warranty, a statement
of our conviction of its reliability and durability. Only the cutting blade is excluded,
as a normal-wear component.
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